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Two'Minute'Flash'Talks'
Tuesday'May'17th'1:30'PM'–'2:00'PM'

'

'

First'speaker,'please'come'up.''

'

'

'
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MaDeo'ConverGno'
University*of*Minnesota**

Dr.'ConverGno,'PI'of'the'HumNat'Lab,'is'involved'in'the'promoGon'of'complexity'science'and'engineering'design'of'natural'and'human'

systems'for'populaGon'health.'In'a'broader'perspecGve'this'effort'is'commiDed'to'the'diagnosis,'eGognosis'and'prognosis'of'diseases'via'

smart'and'mulGscale'global'system'science'and'artRinRscience.'My'deep'interest'is'in'the'idenGficaGon'of'the'fundamental'factor'

interacGons'(”processes”)'leading'to'observed'paDerns'by'integraGng'system'biology/ecology'(with'parGcular'focus'on'the'environmental'

dynamics'—'e.g.'ecohydrological'dynamics'—'in'systemic'macroRepidemiology)'and'in'the'translaGon'of'that'knowledge'to'applicaGons'for'

stakeholders'via'decision'science'and'engineering'methods.'The'quest'for'universaliGes,'system'states'and'state'transiGons'via'Gpping'

points'is'a'key'in'the'research'of'Dr.'ConverGno.'Theories'and'models'that'have'been'developed'are:'OpGmal'Transmission'Networks,'

Morphological'EffecGve'Systemic'Epigraph,'InformaGonRtheory'based'Global'SensiGvity'and'Uncertainty'Analysis,'MaxEnt'Model'in'

geomorphology'and'epidemiology,'Por_olio'Decision'Models'for'Enhanced'AdapGve'Management,'Reverse'Engineering'Traceback'Model,'

and'GameRbased'Mental'Modeling.'The'conversion'of'these'models'to'soaware'(STEM'and'DECERNS)'is'ongoing'as'well'as'”science'as'art”'

iniGaGves.'Fun'fact:'How'did'Dr.'ConverGno'got'interested'into'this?'His'hometown:'Venice!'He'started'to'be'interested'in'the'design'of'

bridges,'the'dynamics'of'water'ecosystems,'and'later'on'in'people'dynamics'and'how'that'can'be'analyzed'by'combining'methods'used'to'

design'bridges'and'water'ecosystems.'In'one'word:'connectomics'(!),'i.e.'how'everything'is'connected'to'everything.'

Enhanced(Adap+ve(Management(for(Popula+on(
Health:(Integra+ng(Ecosystem(Dynamics(and(
Stakeholder(Mental(Models((
'
The'Science'is'the'Ecosystem'Dynamics'(i.e.'the'
Everglades'in'this'case)'
'
The'Technology'is'reflected'by'incorporaGng'
technological/engineering'soluGons'that'affect'
ecosystem'dynamics'(engineering'infrastructure'and'
automated'monitoring'systems).'The'technology'is'also'
related'to'the'model'itself.'
'
The'Innova6on'is'related'to'the'explicit'incorporaGon'of'
a'decision'making'process'that'is'the'basis'of'a'raGonal'
public'policy.'The'innovaGon'reflected'also'by'capturing'
stakeholder'mental'models'reflect'the'evoluGon'of'
people'mental'models'(knowledge,'preferences,'biases).'
InnovaGon'is'also'about'the'methods'themselves.''
'

R'Park'et'al'(2012),'Risk*Analysis'
R'ConverGno'et'al.,'(2013),'Enhanced'AdapGve''
Management:'ApplicaGon'to'the'
'Everglades'Ecosystem,'Nature*Climate*Change*
R'ConverGno'et'al,'(2015),'SERRA'
R'ConverGno'et'al,'(2016),'SERRA*
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EntropyRbased'machine'learning'of'data'dependencies'and'
AI'implementaGon'of'the'decision'model'as'ecosystem'
computaGonal'infrastructure'
'
Health'as'an'ecosystem'service.'In'terms'of'diseases'we'
parGcularly'look'into'waterborne'and'waterRbased'diseases'
(Zika,'Dengue'Chickengunya,'West'Nile'and'Yellow'Fever).'
'
Health'as'an'ecosystem'service'and'public'good'that'cannot'
be'discounted.'Ecosystem'service'that'depends'on'both'
structure'and'funcGon'which'can'be'captures'by'the'nonR
linear'analysis'of'informaGon'to'predict'a'systemic'payoff'
funcGon''
'

R'ConverGno'et'al.,'(2013),'Enhanced'AdapGve''
Management:'ApplicaGon'to'the'
'Everglades'Ecosystem,'Nature*Climate*Change*
R'ConverGno'et'al,'(2015),'SERRA'

Changing'weights'change'
drasGcally'the'decision'based'
on'the'expected'payoff.'
'
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Highest'Social'UGlity'(PH'outcome'included)'

Highest'Ecological'UGlity' Highest'Cost'

AlternaGves'designed'to'
reconstruct'the'preRdrainage'flow'
may*have*a*posi6ve*ecological*and*
animal*health*impact,*but*may*also*
have*high*opera6onal*costs*and*
only*marginally*contribute*to*
mee6ng*other*objec6ves*such*as*
reduc6on*of*flooding*that'has'
catastrophic'human'impact'and'
morbidiGes'in'terms'of'deaths'and'
infecGous'disease'symptoms.''

SpaGoRtemporal'explicit'model'that'considers'the'full'uncertainty'and'
dependence'of'drivers.' R'ConverGno'et'al.,'(2013),'Enhanced'AdapGve''

Management:'ApplicaGon'to'the'
'Everglades'Ecosystem,'Nature*Climate*Change*
R'ConverGno'et'al,'(2015),'SERRA'
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The'model'allows'decision'makers'to'explore'the'full'landscape'of'possible'
scenarios'before'taking'decisions'and'to'dynamically'design'the'system'
considering'stakeholder'values,'economical'and'poliGcal'constraints,'ecosystem'
dynamics'and'surprises.'Any'possible'state'and'Gpping'points'can'be'idenGfied.'
Reverse'engineering'use'of'the'model/cyberinfrastructure.''

'

Please'thank'the'speaker,'applause!'

'

Next'speaker,'please'come'up.''

'

'

'
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Maria'Larenas'
NaGonal'InsGtutes'of'Health*

Maria'I.'Larenas'has'strong'experGse'in'the'analysis'and'management'of'complex'data'sets'as'well'as'a'solid'understanding'of'the'

theoreGcal'issues'in'areas'of'labor'economics'and'economics'of'educaGon.'She'had'worked'as'a'research'economist'in'different'

organizaGons'such'as'the'research'group'of'the'Nobel'Laureate'James'Heckman,'RCF'Economic'and'Financial'ConsulGng'in'Chicago,'SENDA'

(Chilean'government'agency'of'prevenGon'and'rehabilitaGon'of'alcohol'and'drugs'abuse),'and'InternaGonal'insGtuGons'(IADB'and'World'

Bank).'Maria'holds'a'B.A'and'Master'Degree'in'Economics'from'her'naGve'country'(Chile)'and'a'Master'in'Public'Policy'from'the'University'

of'Maryland.'Her'area'of'interest'is'the'analysis'and'policy'implicaGons'of'schoolRto'work'transiGons'and'their'impacts'on'longRterm'

outcomes.'

Does'a'F32*award'have'an'effect'on'the'research*
career*progression*of''biomedical'researchers'

towards*independent*NIH*funding?''
By'Maria%Larenas,%DBWR/NIH%(Consultant)%
Misty%Heggeness,%U.S.%Census%Bureau%

Frances%Carter/Johnson,%NSF%%
Donna%Ginther,%University%of%Kansas%

%
Paper:%Impact%of%F32/NIH%Funded%Postdoctoral%Training%on%Future%Career%Outcomes%

'
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Two Steps F32 Award decision:  

•  1.*NIH*Level:**
•  Scien6fic*merit*based*on*a*Priority*Score*(ra6ng*variable).*

•  2.*NIH*Ins6tute*and*Center*Level:**
•  Needs*and*priori6es*of*NIH*Ins6tutes*restricted*to*the*budget*(Mul6ples*

Cutoffs).*

F32'
Fellowship''

Receive%a%NIH%
Research%Project%Grant%
Award%(RPG)%

Unobservable'
CharacterisGcs'

PROBLEM:'
ENDOGENEITY'

*
METHOD:*Fuzzy'Regression'DisconGnuity'Design'

'

0

.005

.01

.015

.02
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ty

-200 -100 0 100 200
Normalized Priority Score(N)

Funded Not Funded
Source: Author's own calculations using Administrative data from NIH.
Note: Applicants of fiscal year 1996 and 2008.

F32'Type'1'Applicants,'compliersRFy'1996R2008'

NotRAwarded'

•  Method'Developed'to'esGmate'treatment'
effects'in'nonRexperimental'seongs.'

'
•  Provides'causal'esGmates'of'treatment'effects.'
'
•  LATE:'Local'Average'Treatment'Effect'
''
•  Individuals'cannot'manipulate'with'precision'

their'assignment'variable.'
'
•  Individuals'are'comparable'near'the'cutoff'

point'
•  Assignment'is'an'IV'for'program'parGcipaGon'
•  EsGmaGon'using'IV,'Ivprobit,'Biprobit'
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Conclusion'
•  The' receipt' of' an' NIH' F32' postdoctoral' fellowship' at' the' margin'

increases' the' probability' of' receiving' a' RPG' grant' in' about' 6%
percentage%points.''

'
•  Next'Steps'

•  SensiGvity'analysis'and'inclusion'of'Academic'PosiGon'as'an'outcome.'
•  Compare'fellowship'with'other'forms'of'support'for'postdoctoral'training.'
•  Determine'the'effects'of'the'F32'on'the'probability'of'receiving'a'major'NIH'

research'award'(R01).'
'

•  Thanks'to'NIHR'Division'of'Biomedical'Research'Workforce'(DBRW)'OEP/OER:'Sherry'Mills,'Kay'Lund,'Ryan'
PfirrmannRPowell,'Jenifer'SuDon,'Ying'Zeng,'Wally'Schaffer,'Henry'Khachaturian,'Lisa'Evans,'Martha'Faraday.'

'

'

Please'thank'the'speaker,'applause!'

'

Next'speaker,'please'come'up.''

'

'

'
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Jeroen'Struben'
McGill'University*

Jeroen'Struben'is'Assistant'Professor'in'the'Strategy'&'OrganizaGon'Area'at'the'Desautels'Faculty'of'Management'Faculty'and'Fellow'of'the'

Marcel'Desautels'InsGtute'for'Integrated'Management,'McGill'University.'Jeroen'received'his'PhD'at'MIT’s'Sloan'School'of'Management.'

Jeroen'is'a'social'and'systems'scienGst'with'research'focused'on'the'dynamics'of'market'formaGon'and'transformaGon'towards'more'

sustainable'pathways.'Empirically'Jeroen'studies'energy,'alternaGve'fuel'vehicle,'and'nutriGon'markets.'Jeroen'is'parGcularly'interested'in'

the'quesGon:'How'do'alternaGve'products,'ideas,'and'pracGces'successfully'penetrate'in'the'marketplace'or'society'at'large,'rather'than'

falter?'To'examine'this,'Jeroen’s'research'focuses'on'how'social'processes'and'evoluGon'of'the'built'environment'jointly'condiGon'the'

formaGon'of'selfRsustaining'markets.'His'research'combines'empirical,'analyGcal,'and'systems'scienceRbased'analysis,'producing'insights'

related'to'coordinaGon,'collecGve'acGon'and'commitment'across'organizaGons,'industries'and'governments.'

Sustainability%Market%
TransformaVons:%Modeling%
Equity/Oriented%Healthful%Food%
InnovaVon'
Jeroen%Struben%

Assistant'Professor,'Desautels'Faculty'of''Management,'
McGill'University'

Research'Affiliate,'McGill'Centre'for'Health'and'
Economic'Convergence'
'

TwiDer:'@JeroenStruben'

AlternaVve%Fuel%Vehicles%(AFVs)%

NutriVous%Food%

BiodieselDiesel

H2 E85/E85 Flexfuel
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CNG
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Successful%policies%must%get%new%
technologies%over%a%Vpping%point%

Research%focus:%
•  Market'formaGon'processes,'across'

socioRbehavioural,'physical,'and'
economic'realms''

•  Feedback'interacGons'across'actors''
•  The'role'of'coordinaGon''

Methods%and%data:%
•  ComputaGonal'modeling'
•  Econometric'analysis'
•  Case'analysis'
•  Large'spaGotemporal'data'sets'
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Hydrogen Fuel
Cell Vehicles on

the Road

Hydrogen Fuel
Stations

Fuel
Demand

+

Fuel
Availability

+

+

HFCV
Sales

Fuel Station
openings

+

Chicken and Egg
Problem
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•  Price'
•  Taste'
•  Variety'
•  NutriGon'

•  DistribuGon'
networks'

•  Cornerstores'
•  Schools'
•  …'
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2.	Public-Based	EducaFon	

3.	Convergent	InnovaFon	

mainstream	
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Business-as-usual	

High	Niche	

Low	Niche	Educa.on	
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Main%feedbacks%underlying%healthful%food%
innovaVon%dynamics%

SimulaVon%results%
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Preliminary%findings%
•  Mainstreaming'healthful'food'innovaGon'requires'crossRactor'&'Rsector'alignment'

–  Absent'joint'commitment'healthful'food'remains'in'lowRequity'niche'

–  Private'and'public'alignment'and'commitment'exploits'strong'posiGve'feedbacks,'involving'synergies'
across'domains;'increased'returns'on'R&D,'etc…'

Sugar%per%Serving%%
(Montreal%2010)%

Median%Household%Income%
(Montreal%2006)%

Our*
preliminary*
data*

Current%analysis%
•  NeighbourhoodRlevel'innovaGon'acGvity'

and'uptake'using'spaGotemporal'data''
–  2007R2015'sales'by'product'and'outlet;'

nutriGonal'quality'informaGon;'demographics'

–  Québec;'400'FSAs'

–  New'product'introducGons'with'sales'across'
outletR'and'neighbourhoodRtypes'as'natural'
experiments'
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Please'thank'the'speaker,'applause!'

'

Next'speaker,'please'come'up.''

'

'

'
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Julie'Mason'
NaGonal'InsGtutes'of'Health,'NaGonal'Cancer'InsGtute,'Center'for'Cancer'Training*

Dr.'Julie'Bronder'Mason'is'the'Associate'Director'of'the'NaGonal'Cancer'InsGtute'(NCI)'Center'for'Cancer'Training'(CCT),'where'she'leads'

training'program'development'and'evaluaGon,'workforce'analysis,'and'strategic'planning.'Dr.'Mason'recently'led'a'labor'and'skills'gap'

analysis'of'the'U.S.'biomedical'research'workforce.'She'has'over'12'years'of'experience'at'the'NCI.'Before'joining'CCT,'she'was'a'health'

science'analyst'in'NCI’s'Office'of'Science'Planning'and'Assessment,'where'she'managed'program'evaluaGons'and'performance'reporGng.'

Dr.'Mason'earned'a'Ph.D.'in'Pharmacology'and'Toxicology'from'the'Medical'College'of'Virginia,'and'performed'postdoctoral'research'in'the'

NCI'Laboratory'of'Molecular'Pharmacology.'Several'notable'awards'Dr.'Mason'received'include'the'NIH'Plain'Language'Award,'Award'of'

Merit'for'service'on'the'NIH'American'Recovery'and'Reinvestment'Act'commiDee,'and'the'American'EvaluaGon'AssociaGon’s'Best'Paper'

Award'for'her'career'development'program'outcome'evaluaGon.'

Supp
ly'

Demand'
R127,880'

! Project'
management'

! WriGng'
! Mentoring'
! NegoGaGon'

Skills'to'learn:'
! CollaboraGon'
! Business'
development'

! Economics'
! WriGng'
! And'more…'

Mason,*J.L.*et*al.**FASEB*J,*epub*ahead*of*
print,*April*13,*2016*
*
Findings*also*discussed*in**
The*Scien6st,*“Post[Grad*Job*Prospects,”*
April*28,*2016*

Labor'and'Skills'Gap'Analysis'of'the'Biomedical'Research'Workforce'
Julie'L.'Mason,'Ph.D.'

Center'for'Cancer'Training'
NaGonal'Cancer'InsGtute'
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'

Please'thank'the'speaker,'applause!'

'

Next'speaker,'please'come'up.''

'

'

'

Timothy'Slaper'
Indiana'Business'Research'Center*

Timothy'Slaper'{slayRper}'leads'a'research'team'engaged'in'industry'and'workforce'analysis,'economic'impact'studies,'regional'economic'

analyses,'demographic'esGmates'and'projecGons,'trade'and'foreign'investment'analysis,'measuring'innovaGon'and'educaGonal'

performance'and'the'drivers'of'economic'growth.'The'team'is'puong'the'final'touches'on'The'InnovaGon'Index'2.0.'NaGonal'in'scope,'The'

InnovaGon'Index'is'a'countyRbased'data'set'and'web'tool'for'economic'development'pracGGoners'as'well'as'policy'makers'and'researchers'

to'assess'a'region’s'innovaGve'capacity'and'economic'performance.'All'the'work'that'Timothy'oversees'puts'analyGcal'tools'and'pracGcal'

research'into'the'hands'of'economic'development'pracGGoners'to'help'them'address'the'challenges'of'economic'development'in'today’s'

rapidly'changing'world.'Before'the'IBRC,'Timothy'served'as'Senior'Economist'on'the'Joint'Economic'CommiDee'of'Congress.'He'cut'his'

teeth'as'an'economist'at'the'U.S.'Bureau'of'Economic'Analysis.''
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Driving'Regional'Performance:'
Theory'and'Measurement'in'

Innovation'

Innovation'Index'2.0?
A"Resource"for"Research"on"Innovation"and"

Regional"Economic"Performance8
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Wide%array%of%data%
%

Categories%moVvated%by%
academic%research:%

%
Knowledge'creaGon'

Cluster'growth'
Patent'technology'diffusion'

Human'capital'
STEM'occupaGons'
CreaGveRdestrucGon'
Entrepreneurship'
Social'Capital'
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InnovaGon'and'Knowledge'Spillovers'
P*:*patents
I*:*Industry*R&D

U*:*University*R&D

HК*:*Human*Capital

E_ht*:*Employment*in*high*tech

VC*:*Venture*Capital

C*:*Other*Regional*Characteris6cs*************************
(proprietorship*rates,*firm*size)

Z*:*Unobserved,*including*Knowledge********************

Spillovers'

In'terms'of'university%knowledge%spillovers,'
does'distance'maDer?'

'
Evaluated'50,'100'and'250'mile'distances'from'

UniversiGes'conducGng'S&E'research'
'

Distance%Ma_ers!%

'' Total%Patents% '' RaVo:%Patents%to%Workers%

                
  KSPL_50% KSPL_100%KSPL_250%  KSPL_50% KSPL_100%KSPL_250%

NaVonwide%0.0079***' 0.0037***' 0.0013***'   0.0020***' 0.0010***' 0.0003**'
  '' '' ''   '' '' ''

North%East% 0.0060**' 0.0045***' 0.0021***'   0.001' 0.0007' 0.0002'
  '' '' ''   '' '' ''

Mid%West% 0.0187***' 0.0074***' 0.0027***' '' 0.0057***' 0.0019***' 0.0006**'

Ɨ'=*"(КC,'КU,'КE,'КS,'C,'P,'Μ,'N,'Ϝt,'Ff)'
'

•  КC:&Knowledge&creating&entities'

•  КU:&Knowledge&using&entities'

•  КH:&Stock&of&knowledge&(human&
&&&&&&capital)'

•  КS:&Social&capital
•  Ft&:&Financial&Resources,&traditional'
•  Ff&:&Investment&inElows,&VC/FDI'
•  P:&Legacy&(path&dependencies,
&&&&&&including&natural&resources)'

•  C:&Cultural&attributes&(e.g.,&risk
&&&&&&taking,&adaptability,&labor

&&&&&&force&participation)'

•  Μ:&Metabolism&or&churn&(a.k.a.
&&&&&creativeOdestruction)'

•  N:&Networks&&&connectivity
•  hard/internet
•  soft/collaboration&'
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Kenneth'Gibbs'
NaGonal'InsGtute'of'General'Medical'Sciences'(NIGMS)*

Kenneth'(Kenny)'Gibbs,'Jr.,'Ph.D.,'is'a'Program'Analyst'in'the'Office'of'Program'Planning,'Analysis'and'EvaluaGon'(OPAE)'at'the'NaGonal'

InsGtute'of'General'Medical'Sciences'(NIGMS).'Prior'to'joining'NIGMS,'Dr.'Gibbs'was'a'Cancer'PrevenGon'Fellow'at'the'NaGonal'Cancer'

InsGtute,'and'an'AAAS'Science'&'Technology'Policy'Fellow'at'the'NaGonal'Science'FoundaGon'(NSF)'in'the'Directorate'for'EducaGon'and'

Human'Resources'(EHR).'Dr.'Gibbs'completed'his'Ph.D.'in'the'Immunology'program'at'Stanford'University,'and'received'his'B.S.'in'

biochemistry'&'molecular'biology'from'the'University'of'Maryland,'BalGmore'County.'

Utilizing a Systems Modeling Approach to 
Biomedical Workforce Diversity 

Kenneth D. Gibbs, Jr., Ph.D., M.P.H. 
Program Analyst 

Office of Program Planning, Analysis and Evaluation 
National Institute of General Medical Sciences/National Institute of Health 

 David Broniatowski, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 

Engineering Management and Systems Engineering 
George Washington University 
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Workforce Diversity is Key to Scientific Advancement 
•  Diversity is essential to ensuring:  

–  Continued adequate supply of domestic research workforce 
–  Research enterprise meets needs of entire population 

 

•  Scientists from certain racial/ethnic backgrounds (African-American/Black, Hispanic/Latino, 
Native American, Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian, Pacific Islander) are underrepresented in 
NIH investigator pool and professoriate 
–  These groups are 32% of US population, but <5% of faculty and PIs on NIH RPGs 
–  URM = underrepresented minority 

PERSPECTIVE

National Institutes of Health addresses the
science of diversity
Hannah A. Valantinea,1 and Francis S. Collinsb
aChief Officer for Scientific Workforce Diversity, US National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD 20814; and bDirector, US National Institutes
of Health, Bethesda, MD 20814

Edited by Inder M. Verma, The Salk Institute for Biological Studies, La Jolla, CA, and approved August 26, 2015 (received for review May 14, 2015)

The US biomedical research workforce does not currently mirror the nation’s population demographically, despite numerous attempts to increase
diversity. This imbalance is limiting the promise of our biomedical enterprise for building knowledge and improving the nation’s health. Beyond
ensuring fairness in scientific workforce representation, recruiting and retaining a diverse set of minds and approaches is vital to harnessing the
complete intellectual capital of the nation. The complexity inherent in diversifying the research workforce underscores the need for a rigorous
scientific approach, consistent with the ways we address the challenges of science discovery and translation to human health. Herein, we identify four
cross-cutting diversity challenges ripe for scientific exploration and opportunity: research evidence for diversity’s impact on the quality and outputs of
science; evidence-based approaches to recruitment and training; individual and institutional barriers to workforce diversity; and a national strategy
for eliminating barriers to career transition, with scientifically based approaches for scaling and dissemination. Evidence-based data for each of these
challenges should provide an integrated, stepwise approach to programs that enhance diversity rapidly within the biomedical research workforce.

diversity | scientific workforce | underrepresentation in science | culture | biomedical research

Despite longstanding efforts, diversifying the
biomedical research workforce remains an
elusive goal, and large sectors of the US
population remain underrepresented. These
sectors include several racial/ethnic groups;
economically disadvantaged individuals;
people with disabilities; and women. Certain
racial/ethnic groups are represented only
minimally in biomedical research: of the
nation’s scientific research faculty positions,
4% are African American, 4% are Hispanic,
0.2% are Native American, and 0.1% are
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander (1). There has
been little increase in representation of
these groups over the last 10 y, despite
them collectively being the most rapidly
growing portion of the US population, pre-
dicted collectively to comprise the majority
by 2050.
A number of factors have been shown to

contribute to the lack of diversity in science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM) careers in general and in biomed-
ical research in particular (2, 3)—among
them are limited infrastructure and re-
search experiences. The National Instit-
utes of Health (NIH) has a long track
record of investing in these areas given
its mission to train the next generation
of biomedical researchers (4). Although
this investment has increased diversity
in graduate student populations, the ranks
of independent investigators and academic
leadership remain sparsely populated by
members of underrepresented groups.

Existing evidence suggests that enhancing
and sustaining diversity requires an integrated
set of interventions that—much like the task of
biomedical research itself—relies on a reasoned,
evidence-based approach that is rooted in the
scientific method. Herein, we identify the need
for scientific approaches that address four
crosscutting diversity challenges: (i) research to
support or refute evidence that diversity among
scientists enhances quality and outputs of the
research itself; (ii) evidence-based approaches
to recruitment and training, including defining
“effective research experiences and mentoring”;
(iii) interventions that mitigate individual and
institutional barriers to workforce diver-
sity; and (iv) a national strategy to scale, dis-
seminate, and sustain diversity effectively and
sustainably within the scientific workforce.
Already there are diversity approaches un-

derway at the NIH and beyond. At present,
one challenge before us is to do the hard work
of disaggregating results to date into a clearer
understanding of how to apply successful
diversity interventions contextually. In 2013,
a report of the Diversity Working Group of
the Advisory Committee to the NIH Director
led to the appointment of the first NIH Chief
Officer for Scientific Workforce Diversity
(COSWD), who is responsible for creat-
ing, implementing, coordinating, and evalu-
ating diversity-related issues across the
NIH-funded research enterprise (5). Together
with the rest of NIH leadership, COSWD is
addressing what we see as four major diversity
challenges facing the biomedical ecosystem.

Challenge 1: Among Scientists, What Is
the Impact of Diversity on the Quality
and Outputs of Research?
A literature base outside biomedicine indic-
ates that diversity has a variety of beneficial
effects, but more research is needed to sup-
port or refute evidence that diversity among
scientists enhances quality and outputs of
the research itself. Many research scholars
approaching diversity have done so from a
wide range of fields outside of biomedicine,
including sociology, psychology, economics,
education, team science, leadership, career
development, and others. This growing body
of evidence showing the benefits of diversity
is best informed by the logic of diversity,
with individuals conceptualized as tools,
who when grouped in diverse combinations,
increase workgroup/team innovation and
creativity. This social science research in the
field of economics provides strong sup-
port that groups composed of cognitively
diverse individuals develop more effective
approaches to solving complex problems rel-
ative to groups that are not cognitively diverse
(6). In the corporate world, sex-diverse man-
agement teams outperform others across
financial performance measures such as
average economic growth, return on equity,

Author contributions: H.A.V. and F.S.C. wrote the paper.

The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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POLICYFORUM

           A
s much as the U.S. scientifi c com-
munity may wish to view itself as a 
single garment of many diverse and 

colorful threads, an unfl inching consideration 
of actual data reminds us that our nation’s bio-
medical research workforce remains nowhere 
near as rich as it could be. An analysis, per-
formed by a team of researchers primar-
ily supported by the National Institutes of 
Health (NIH) and published in this issue of 
Science, reveals that from 2000 to 2006, 
black ( 1) grant applicants were signifi cantly 
less likely to receive NIH research funding 
than were white applicants. The gap in suc-
cess rates amounted to 10 percentage points, 
even after controlling for education, coun-
try of origin, training, employer characteris-
tics, previous research awards, and publica-
tion record ( 2). Their analysis also showed a 
gap of 4.2 percentage points for Asians; how-
ever, the differences between Asian and white 
award probabilities were explained by exclu-
sion of noncitizens from the analysis.

There are several possible explanations 
for these troubling data, and they are not 
mutually exclusive. The authors propose 
a contribution of “cumulative advantage” 
from experiences of majority applicants that 
are not equivalently enjoyed by black appli-
cants; potentially, this cumulative difference 
could refl ect the long reach of earlier educa-
tional experiences in kindergarten through 
grade 12 and college training. A related pos-
sibility is variability in access to mentoring 
and other resources.

But as uncomfortable as it makes us, 
we must acknowledge that the differences 
observed may refl ect biases that are insidi-
ously interwoven into the basic fabric of 
the merit/reward system of science. The 
well-described “Matthew effect” in science 
( 3) points to disproportional credit being 
accorded to “elite” scientists. A broader gen-
eralization of this phenomenon may operate 
in our scientifi c culture to enhance careers of 
successful white scientists but diminish rec-
ognition of the contributions of others. The 

observations of Ginther et al. (2) suggest the 
presence of an “inverse Matthew effect,” that 
is, residual cultural biases may have dispro-
portionate adverse consequences on minority 
subgroups of our scientifi c community.

Framework for Change

The NIH mission can only be achieved if 
the best and brightest biomedical research-
ers, regardless of race, ethnicity, disabil-
ity, socioeconomic background, or gender, 
are recruited and retained in our workforce. 
However, the fi ndings of Ginther et al. and 
others indicate that NIH’s current approaches 
and those of other stakeholders have not gone 
far enough to facilitate and encourage the 
recruitment and advancement of underrep-
resented minorities in biomedical research. 
This is unacceptable. Here, the NIH direc-
tor and principal deputy director outline steps 
that NIH is taking to seek the causes of this 
institutional failure and initiate remedies.

Seeking Causes

First, we have explored whether the fi ndings 
reported by Ginther et al. are unique to the 
2000 to 2006 cohort of researchers applying 
for R01 grants, which are the most common 
type of NIH funding and are considered a 
major milestone in an independent research 
career. When we compared the success rates 

of underrepresented minorities who had pre-
viously been recipients of either the National 
Institute on Minority Health and Health Dis-
parities (NIMHD) Loan Repayment Pro-
gram (LRP) or an NIH Research Training 
and Fellowship Award (T and F series) or 
a Career Development Award (K series), a 
similar trend was observed for black R01 
applicants, indicating that the fi ndings of 
Ginther et al. may indeed be generalizable 
( 4). Our data also show that blacks and His-
panics are less likely to reapply after fail-
ing to receive funding on their fi rst try, but 
the reasons for this are not currently known. 
We have also explored the possibility that 
underrepresented applicants traditionally 
apply for support in scientific fields that 
have lower success rates. Our preliminary 
analyses indicate that this is not the case; 
however, more in-depth study is needed.

We also looked to see whether the prob-
ability of funding, given a particular priority 
score, varied by race. As observed by Ginther 
et al., no differences were noted; differen-
tial success rates apparently arise during the 
review process itself, not in subsequent steps.

Taking Action

Service on an NIH review committee was 
shown by Ginther et al. to be one of the fac-
tors that correlated with success in grant 

Weaving a Richer Tapestry 

in Biomedical Science

SOCIOLOGY

Lawrence A. Tabak * and Francis S. Collins *   

NIH leadership discusses the need for 

renewed efforts to increase diversity in 

the U.S. biomedical research workforce.
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Tabak and Collins, Science (2011) 

“Pipeline” Framing of Workforce Diversity Fails 

7.6x 

“Pipeline” framing: more minority 
Ph.D. graduates " more faculty 
 

Reality: size of URM talent pool 
not related to the number of 
assistant professors hired in basic 
science departments (1980-2013) 
 
Source Data: NSF SED, AAMC Faculty Roster 

 
Gibbs et al, Under Review 
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•  Constructed a systems dynamics model that assumed no bias in hiring (i.e. URM 
candidates hired proportionately to representation on market) that accounted for 79% 
of variance in assistant professor hiring 

•  Given current rates of transition from Ph.D. to assistant professor among URMs, 
faculty representation would remain below 8% in 2080 even if there was an 
exponential growth in Ph.D. talent pool 

•  Increasing workforce diversity requires greater linkage between URM talent pool and 
faculty hiring (i.e. more transition) 

–  Attractive university environments, recruitment and retention (e.g. criteria for appointment, promotion, 
and tenure), funding mechanisms to promote independence, broader workforce issues 

Faculty Diversity Requires More Than Building Talent Pool 

Gibbs et al, Under Review 
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Xiaoran'Yan'
Indiana'University*

Xiaoran'Yan'is'an'Assistant'Research'ScienGst'at'Indiana'University'Network'Science'InsGtute.'His'research'concerns'mathemaGcal'theories'

and'models'of'networks,'with'a'focus'on'community'structures'and'dynamical'processes'on'networks.'He'worked'as'a'Postdoctoral'

Research'Associate'at'InformaGon'Sciences'InsGtute'of'University'of'Southern'California.'Before'that,'he'was'a'graduate'fellow'at'Santa'Fe'

InsGtute.'He'received'a'Ph.D.'in'Computer'Science'at'University'of'New'Mexico.'

Graph%transformaVons%%
of%scholarly%networks%

Geo-mapped collaborations 
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Geo-distance and collaborations'
•  139255'
CollaboraGons'

with'IU'email''

•  2004~2013''
WoS'records''

with'ZIP'code'

Geo-distance and collaborations'
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Transformations for resolution/prediction'

Boerner,'K.'

Borner,'Katy'

Boerner,'Katy'
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Bruce'Hecht'
Analog'Devices*

Bruce'Hecht'is'a'designer'of'sensors'and'signal'processing'systems'for'instrumentaGon'and'healthcare'with'20'years'experience'in'

launching'new'products'and'technologies.'Bruce'is'currently'leading'the'New'Product'Design'Quality'iniGaGve'at'Analog'Devices'and'is'

Advanced'Study'Program'Fellow'at'MIT'in'the'areas'of'Engineering,'Entrepreneurship'and'InnovaGon'in'Healthcare'and'Systems'Design.'He'

holds'a'BASc'and'MASc'in'EE'from'the'University'of'Waterloo,'was'awarded'5'US'Patents'and'is'a'CerGfied'Six'Sigma'Black'Belt.'Bruce'is'

acGve'with'the'IEEE'for'the'Future'of'Knowledge'and'Convening,'leading'Masterclasses'and'internaGonal'conferences'on'design,'

engineering,'and'advanced'fabricaGon'in'ciGes'from'Boston'to'Bordeaux,'Milan'&'Singapore.'In'2015,'Bruce'presented'a'TEDx'talk'on'the'

power'of'Curiosity'and'Design'at'the'NaGonal'University'of'Singapore'and'produced'TEDxBeaconStreet'as'a'Curator'and'Founding'Member'

of'Ideas'in'AcGon.'He'serves'as'a'mentor'for'programs'on'Hacking'Medicine,'Internet'of'Things,'and'with'the'Canadian'Technology'

Accelerator'in'Boston.'

Framework%for%Scalable%
Sensors%for%the%Internet%
of%Things%and%People'

Bruce'Hecht'
Global''OperaGons'&'Technology'
Analog'Devices,'Wilmington,'MA'

'
Washington,'D.C.,'May'17,'2016'

'
Bruce.Hecht@Analog.com'
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Light%

Radio%Waves%

Sound%

Pressure%

MoVon%

OpVcs%

Radar% TransformaVons%

Sensors,%
Analog%+%

Mixed%Signal%%
Processing%

Algorithms,%
Domain%

Knowledge%
Data%History,%
Data%AnalyVcs%

PredicVve%
AnalyVcs%

InterpretaVons% Pa_ern%
RecogniVon%

PredicVons%&%
ComputaVonal%
Modelling%

IoT%Cloud%

ConnecVons%

Wi/Fi%Hub%
Phone%

Light%Pole%

4D%Sense%
&%Avoid%

3/Axis%
StabilizaVon%GPS%
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ADIS16350%(2007)%
ADI%First%to%Market%with%Industrial%%IMUs%

ADIS16360%(2009)%
2X%Performance%Increase%

ADIS16440%(2012)%
50%%Smaller;%10%Degrees%of%Freedom%(DoF)%

ADIS16460%(2016)%
50%%Smaller%

Reduced%Noise%&%Improved%Stability%
%

ADIS16480%(2011)%
4X%Performance%Increase%

INERTIAL'MEASUREMENT'UNIT'SCALING' DIGITAL'XRRAY'TECHNOLOGY'PLATFORM'

Single%Layer%High%Density%System%on%Flex%%(SOF)%
Enhanced%ResoluVon%

Reduced%RadiaVon%Dose%to%PaVents%
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Masaru'Yarime%
University'of'Tokyo'and'University'College'London*

Masaru'Yarime'is'Project'Associate'Professor'of'Science,'Technology,'and'InnovaGon'Governance'(STIG)'at'the'Graduate'School'of'Public'

Policy'of'the'University'of'Tokyo,'Japan.'He'also'has'an'appointment'as'Honorary'Reader'in'the'Department'of'Science,'Technology,'

Engineering'and'Public'Policy'(STEaPP)'of'University'College'London,'United'Kingdom.'He'has'been'awarded'Abe'Fellowship'by'the'United'

States'Social'Science'Research'Council.'His'research'interests'focus'on'public'policy,'corporate'strategy,'and'insGtuGonal'design'for'

promoGng'science,'technology,'and'innovaGon'for'tackling'societal'or'grand'challenges,'including'energy,'environment,'and'sustainability.'

He'received'B.Eng.'and'M.S.'in'Chemical'Engineering'from'the'University'of'Tokyo'and'the'California'InsGtute'of'Technology,'respecGvely,'

and'Ph.D.'in'Economics'and'Policy'Studies'of'Technological'Change'from'Maastricht'University'in'the'Netherlands.'Previously'he'worked'as'

Senior'Research'Fellow'at'the'NaGonal'InsGtute'of'Science'and'Technology'Policy.'

Modeling'InnovaGon'Systems'to'Address'Grand/
Societal'Challenges:'A'Case'of'Smart'CiGes'

Masaru'Yarime'
Graduate'School'of'Public'Policy'(GraSPP),'University'of'Tokyo'&'
Department'of'Science,'Technology,'Engineering'and'Public'Policy'

(STEaPP),'University'College'London'
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Smart'City'as'a'System'of'
IncorporaGng'DiversiGes'

CEMS'(Community'Energy'Management'System),'BEMS'(Building'EMS),'HEMS'(Home'EMS),'FEMS'(Factory'EMS),'
EV'(Electric'Vehicle),'PV'(Photovoltaics)�

•  Hardware'as'well'as'soaware'for'
efficient'and'resilient'energy'supply'and'
applicaGons,'involving'a'large'amount'of'
various'kinds'of'data'

•  Actors'involved,'including'energy'
generators,'distributors,'technology'
developers,'system'operator,'local'
communiGes,'consumers'

•  Interests'and'concerns,'e.g.,'energy'
efficiency,'economic'costs,'
environmental'impacts,'resilience'to'
external'shocks'and'disasters,'
accessibility'and'inclusiveness'to'end'
users,'privacy,'cyber'security'

•  InterpretaGon'of'the'concept'of'smart'
ciGes'and'approaches'to'creaGng'and'
implemenGng'innovaGon'on'smart'
ciGes,'depending'on'specific'contexts'

SemanGc'Analysis'of'Discourse'

Japan’s focus on improving sophistication of application 
technologies for extensive use of home appliances and 
electric vehicles�

US focus on creating and maintaining security through 
improvement in resilience against physical as well as 
virtual threats�
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Network'Analysis'of'Actors'

Japan: concentrated structure dominated by a small 
number of large actors, including government 
organizations and electric & electronic companies�

US: distributed structure with a large number of actors, 
including utilities and smart meter manufacturers�
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Philip'Beesley%
School'of'Architecture,'University'of'Waterloo*

Philip'Beesley'is'a'pracGcing'visual'arGst,'architect,'and'Professor'in'Architecture'at'the'University'of'Waterloo'and'Professor'of'Digital'

Design'and'Architecture'&'Urbanism'at'the'European'Graduate'School.'Beesley’s'work'is'widely'cited'in'contemporary'art'and'architecture,'

focused'in'the'rapidly'expanding'technology'and'culture'of'responsive'and'interacGve'systems.'Beesley'was'educated'in'visual'art'at'

Queen’s'University,'in'technology'at'Humber'College,'and'in'architecture'at'the'University'of'Toronto.'He'serves'as'the'Director'for'the'

Living'Architecture'Systems'Group,'and'as'Director'for'Riverside'Architectural'Press.'His'TorontoRbased'pracGce,'Philip'Beesley'Architect'

Inc.,'combines'the'disciplines'of'professional'architecture,'science,'engineering,'and'visual'art.'The'studio’s'methods'incorporate'industrial'

design,'digital'prototyping,'instrument'making,'and'mechatronics'engineering.'His'work'was'selected'to'represent'Canada'at'the'2010'

Venice'Biennale'for'Architecture,'and'has'received'disGncGons'including'the'Prix'de'Rome,'VIDA'11.0,'FEIDAD,'Azure'AZ,'and'ArchiGzer'A+.'

DISSIPATIVE%SOIL%
NEW%PARADIGMS%FOR%ARCHITECTURE%
%
PHILIP%BEESLEY%
LIVING%ARCHITECTURE%SYSTEMS%GROUP%
UNIVERSITY%OF%WATERLOO%%%
EUROPEAN%GRADUATE%SCHOOL%
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                         Hylozoic Ground    Venice Biennale for Architecture, 2010

Epiphyte Chamber National Museum for Contemporary Art , Seoul, 2013
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Epiphyte Chamber National Museum for Contemporary Art , Seoul, 2013
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Alina'Lungeanu'
Pennsylvania'State'University*

Alina'Lungeanu'is'a'Research'ScienGst'at'PopulaGon'Research'InsGtute'at'Pennsylvania'State'University.'Her'research'interests'focuses'on'

understanding'the'social'dynamics'of'collaboraGon'and'its'impact'on'performance'in'various'contexts'including'science,'health'

communiGes,'and'business.'To'address'these'issues,'Alina'uses'computaGonal'social'science'approaches'including'advanced'social'network'

analyGc'techniques,'agent'based'modeling,'machine'learning,'and'text'analyGcs.'

Team'Assembly'in'New'Emerging'Fields:'
A'ComputaGonal'Modelling'Approach'

Alina'Lungeanu'

Pennsylvania'State'University'

http://oncofertility.northwestern.edu
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Methodological'Approach'
•  Develop'a'theoreGcal'model'to'explain'assembly'based'on'

•  composiGonal'(aDributes'of'the'individuals)'
•  relaGonal'(between'individuals)'
•  ecosystem'(between'teams)'mechanisms'

•  Validate'theoreGcal'model'and'esGmate'best''parameters'
•  Hybrid'Agent'Based'R'System'Dynamics'computaGonal'model'
•  Empirical'seong:'OncoferGlity'scienGfic'field'

'

Findings'
•  Mechanisms'for'team'assembly'change'aaer'a'scienGfic'field'is'recognized'

as'legiGmate'

•  NIH’s'funding'iniGaGve'to'create'a'naGonal'Interdisciplinary'Research'
Center'(IRC)'on'OncoferGlity:'
•  intended'consequence:'facilitate'team'assembly'among'universiGes'funded'by'the'IRC'
•  unintended'consequence:'slowing'research'collaboraGons'within'the'larger'community'

of'oncoferGlity'not'funded'by'the'IRC'

•  Modeling'approach:'
•  helps'us'beDer'understand'the'challenges'of'interdisciplinary'team'assembly'
•  offers'policy'implicaGon'for'advancing'scienGfic'innovaGon'

Lungeanu, A., Sullivan, S., Wilensky, U., & Contractor, N. S. (2015). A computational model of team assembly in 
emerging scientific fields. Proceedings of the 2015 Winter Simulation Conference.'
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Please'thank'the'speaker,'applause!'

'

Next'speaker,'please'come'up.''

'

'

'

Ben'Shneiderman%
University'of'Maryland*

Ben'Shneiderman'(hDp://www.cs.umd.edu/~ben)'is'a'DisGnguished'University'Professor'in'the'Department'of'Computer'Science,'Founding'
Director'(1983R2000)'of'the'HumanRComputer'InteracGon'Laboratory'(hDp://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/),'and'a'Member'of'the'UM'InsGtute'for'
Advanced'Computer'Studies'(UMIACS)'at'the'University'of'Maryland.'He'is'a'Fellow'of'the'AAAS,'ACM,'IEEE,'and'NAI,'and'a'Member'of'the'
NaGonal'Academy'of'Engineering,'in'recogniGon'of'his'pioneering'contribuGons'to'humanRcomputer'interacGon'and'informaGon'
visualizaGon.'Ben'is'the'coRauthor'with'Catherine'Plaisant'of'Designing'the'User'Interface:'Strategies'for'EffecGve'HumanRComputer'
InteracGon'(6th'ed.,'2016)'hDp://www.awl.com/DTUI/.'His'latest'book'is'The'New'ABCs'of'Research:'Achieving'Breakthrough'
CollaboraGons'(Oxford,'February'2016).'
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Kalev'Leetaru%
GDELT'Project*

Kalev'H.'Leetaru'is'one'of'Foreign'Policy'Magazine’s'Top'100'Global'Thinkers'of'2013,'Kalev'is'a'Senior'Fellow'at'the'George'Washington'

University'Center'for'Cyber'&'Homeland'Security'and'a'member'of'its'Counterterrorism'and'Intelligence'Task'Force,'as'well'as'being'a'

2015R2016'Google'Developer'Expert'for'Google'Cloud'Pla_orm.'From'2013R2014'he'was'the'Yahoo!'Fellow'in'Residence'of'InternaGonal'

Values,'CommunicaGons'Technology'&'the'Global'Internet'at'Georgetown'University’s'Edmund'A.'Walsh'School'of'Foreign'Service,'where'

he'was'also'an'Adjunct'Assistant'Professor.'His'work'has'been'profiled'in'Nature,'the'New'York'Times,'The'Economist,'BBC,'Discovery'

Channel'and'the'presses'of'more'than'100'naGons,'while'he'has'been'an'invited'speaker'throughout'the'globe,'from'the'United'NaGons'to'

the'Library'of'Congress,'Harvard'to'Stanford,'Sydney'to'Singapore.'In'2011'The'Economist'selected'his'Culturomics'2.0'study'as'one'of'just'

five'science'discoveries'deemed'the'most'significant'developments'of'2011.'Kalev’s'work'focuses'on'how'innovaGve'applicaGons'of'the'

world’s'largest'datasets,'compuGng'pla_orms,'algorithms'and'mindRsets'can'reimagine'the'way'we'understand'and'interact'with'our'global'

world.'More'on'his'latest'projects'can'be'found'on'his'website'at'h_p://www.kalevleetaru.com/%or%h_p://blog.gdeltproject.org'

QuanVfying,%Visualizing,%and%ForecasVng%
Global%Human%Society%Through%“Big%Data”'

What%it%Looks%Like%To%Compute%on%the%
EnVre%Planet'

'
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DATASETS'
•  NEWS:'Worldwide'local'news'coverage'in'100'languages'(65'live'

translated)'–'online'news'preserved'via'Internet'Archive'
•  TELEVISION:'CollaboraGon'with'the'Internet'Archive'to'process'more'

than'100'television'staGons'across'the'US,'updaGng'daily'
•  ACADEMIC%LITERATURE:'21'billion'words'covering'70'years'(JSTOR/

DTIC/CORE/CITESEER/IA)'
•  BOOKS:'CollaboraGon'with'Internet'Archive'and'HathiTrust'to'process'

3.5'million'books'1800R2015'
•  HUMAN%RIGHTS:'Half'century'of'worldwide'human'rights'reports'
•  IMAGERY:'Large'fracGon'of'global'news'imagery'processed'via'deep'

learning:'objects/acGviGes,'OCR,'logos,'facial'senGment,'geolocaGon'
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Global%Event%Database% Global%Knowledge%Graph%
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Greece' France'

Germany' Italy'

United'Kingdom'

Burundi'–'12/13/2015'
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Turkey'2015'

Anxiety'

PosiGve/NegaGve:'“CauGously'OpGmisGc”'Trending'

Physical'Unrest'
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Global'(News)'Happiness'In'2015'

200M'arGcles'in'65'languages,'1.5'billion'locaGon'
menGons,'750'billion'emoGonal'measures'

•  Red:%Actual%Ukraine%
•  Green:%
•  Avg%Turkey%(2/19/1999/4/20/1999)%

and%Lebanon%(3/24/2007/5/23/2007)%
•  (r=0.49)%
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kalev.leetaru5@gmail.com'
'

hDp://kalevleetaru.com'
'

hDp://gdeltproject.org/'
'

hDp://blog.gdeltproject.org/'
'


